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Far-infrared study of the Jahn-Teller-distorted C60 monoanion
in C60-tetraphenylphosphoniumiodide
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We report high-resolution far-infrared transmission measurements on C60-tetraphenylphosphoniumiodide as
a function of temperature. In the spectral region investigated (20– 650 cm21), we assign intramolecular modes
of the C60 monoanion and identify low-frequency combination modes. The well-knownF1u(1) andF1u(2)
modes are split into doublets at room temperature, indicating aD5d or D3d distorted ball. This result is
consistent with a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect in the strong-coupling limit or with a static distortion stabilized by
low-symmetry perturbations. The appearance of silent odd modes is in keeping with symmetry reduction of the
ball, while activation of even modes is attributed to interband electron-phonon coupling and orientational
disorder in the fulleride salt. Temperature dependences reveal a weak transition in the region 125–150 K in
both C60

2 and counterion modes, indicating a bulk, rather than solely molecular, effect. Anomalous softening
~with decreasing temperature! in several modes may correlate with the radial character of those vibrations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of a new allotropic form of carbon, C60,
1

and its subsequent production in macroscopic quantiti2

have led to investigations of numerous fullerene-rela
materials.3 Among these, the fulleride salts of alkali meta
and alkaline earths exhibit superconductivity and a variety
phase transitions.3 Recently, fully ionic C60-tetraphenyl-
phosphonium- and arsonium-halides were electrocrystall
and found to be air stable.4,5 These latter materials have e
cited interest as prototypical systems of the isolated60

monoanion in a crystalline environment.6–12

The aforementioned charge-transfer salts, (Ph4X)2YC60

~with X5P or As andY5I, Br, or Cl!, are isostructural
members of the tetragonal13 space groupI 4/m .4,5 Singly
charged C60 and halide anions occupy vertices of interpe
etrating tetragonally distorted tetrahedra. The C60

2 balls are
well separated and surrounded in near cubic symmetry by
large Ph4X

1 counterions.4,5 Recent elemental analysis show
that the iodide-containing compound is actually a mixed s
with chloride ions randomly substituted at halide sites, due
Cl incorporation from solvents during crystal growth.14 The
I 4/m space group sustains two geometrically equivalent
entations of the C60

2 ball at 90 degrees relative to each oth
resulting in local orientational disorder that is probably d
namic in nature.4,5 Room-temperature rotation of the anio
balls is indicated by rotational narrowing of the NM
line,10,15 although other authors dispute this claim.9

Experiment shows that electronic and vibrational str
tures of the C60 anion in the (Ph4X)2YC60 salts are minimally
perturbed by the counterion environment.9,12 A complex
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~21!/14338~11!/$15.00
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electronic absorption between 900 and 1200 nm~absent in
C60) resembles that found in electrochemically genera
C60

2 and exhibits little sensitivity toX or Y constituents.9,12

Similarly, the fundamental infrared~IR! vibrations show
little dependence on the nature of the counterion.9,12 Until
now, attention has focused on two of the four IR-active fu
damental modes,F1u(3) andF1u(4), which resonate in the
middle infrared.8,9,12,16Whereas in pristine C60 these modes
occur at 1182 and 1428 cm21, in (Ph4P)2YC60 they down-
shift to 1179 and 1394 cm-1 (1390 cm21 in X5As), respec-
tively. The slight redshift ofF1u(3) is attributed to increased
intermolecular distances,8 whereas the pronounced red sh
and enhanced oscillator strength ofF1u(4) are ascribed to
the charged-phonon mechanism.8,9,12This mechanism is well
known in the alkali-doped fullerides, where extra charge
the C60 ball causes coupling of theF1u phonons to the
doping-induced electronic transitions, resulting in a dow
shift and enhancement of theF1u(2) andF1u(4) modes.17,18

The Jahn-Teller effect~JTE! is another expected manifes
tation of electron-phonon coupling in the charged C60 ball.19

Symmetry analysis predicts thatHg vibrational modes
couple to the highest occupied molecular orbital (t1u) of
C60

2 , causing ellipsoidal Jahn-Teller~JT! distortions of the
ball. Calculated symmetry reductions toD5d , D3d , or D2h
point groups all yield small JT stabilization energies,20–23

and dynamic conversions among the distortions may occu20

EPR and near-IR investigations of frozen C60
2 solutions are

cited as evidence of different point-group distortions, sen
tivity of the anion to its environment, and both dynamic a
static Jahn-Teller effects.24–29 A recent CW EPR study of
crystalline~Ph4P!2IC60 reports a transition from a dynamic t
14 338 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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PRB 58 14 339FAR-INFRARED STUDY OF THE JAHN-TELLER- . . .
static JTE near 140 K, manifest ing-factor splitting and
bandwidth narrowing at low temperature.6,11,30 Pulsed EPR
measurements on the chloride-containing salt show Orb
type spin-lattice relaxations, consistent with JT vibron
excitations.31

~Ph4P!2IC60 can be compared to other solid-state fullere
materials with regards to the charge and symmetry state
the ball and the degree of separation between balls.
AnC60 alkali-metal doped fullerides contain the negative
charged C60 ball (charge5n) which is subject to a JTE fo
1<n<5.22 With the exception of recent NMR results o
Rb4C60, indicating JT splitting of thet1u level,32 there are no
reports of Jahn-Teller distortions of the anion in these ma
rials. Center-to-center distances of the balls are relativ
smaller in the alkali fullerides, e.g.,'10 Å in A3C60 ~Ref.
33! compared to 12.5 Å in~Ph4P!2IC60.

4 This reduced sepa
ration allows for weak cooperative effects among the balls
the AnC60 materials, whereas the large organic cations
~Ph4P!2IC60 effectively isolate the balls from each other.
the polymer and dimer phases of theA1C60 compounds, the
balls are bonded to one or more of their neighbors, t
reducing the molecular symmetry toD2h and even
lower.34–36Similar structurally induced symmetry reduction
are found in the high-pressure/high-temperature polymer
fullerites, in which the balls remain neutral.34,37 The high-
temperature (.400 K) fccA1C60 phase is the most similar t
~Ph4P!2IC60 in that both contain the singly charged ball in
very symmetric environment, although the balls separati
are quite different.

Infrared vibrational spectroscopy is well suited to t
study of molecular symmetry and symmetry reductions, a
has been used extensively to investigate C60 and the alkali
fullerides.3,38 In this article, we report a high-resolution fa
infrared~FIR! study of~Ph4P!2IC60 as a function of tempera
ture (T), with particular focus on theF1u(1) and F1u(2)
fundamental modes, which have not been previously inv
tigated. Thus, we supplement the vibrational studies repo
to date8,9,12,16and complement the previous EPR temperat
dependence work.6,11,31

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Small single crystals of~Ph4P!2IC60, grown by electro-
crystallization techniques,4 were ground with paraffin39 at 77
K. This mixture was compressed under vacuum at 1.5 k
to form an isotropic pellet, approximately 0.2 mm thick a
2.5% by weight concentration. Commercially obtained Ph4PI
was similarly processed into two pellets~with concentrations
optimized for different transmittance regimes! to provide ref-
erence spectra of the Ph4P

1 counterion. A thin C60 film, de-
posited on a gold film and glass substrate, was measure
reflectance geometry, which yielded the equivalent o
double transmittance spectrum. Samples were evacuate
several hours in high vacuum before measurements.

We made infrared transmittance measurements o
Bruker 113V Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer, us
the room-temperature or low-temperature apertured beam
a reference. A series of four different beamsplitters cove
the spectral region 20– 650 cm21 and a B-doped Si bolom
eter detector, cooled to 4 K, provided extra sensitivity. T
detector filters~16 and 103mm! were employed in appropri
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ate regimes. TheT dependence of~Ph4P!2IC60 was measured
with high resolution (0.3 cm21) in order to follow fine split-
ting or frequency shifts of the peaks. Other scans used
2 cm21 resolution, as needed. An open-flow cryost
equipped with standard cryogenic accessories, provideT
control between 12 and 300 K.

Strong interference fringing40 @see inset to Fig. 1~a!# ne-
cessitated intensive data treatment to extract the weaker
tures of the spectrum. We fit successive regions of the da
a series of sine curves plus a linear background. After s
traction of the fits, we smoothed the result with a movi
average algorithm, reinserted narrow peaks that had b
oversmoothed, and finally resmoothed the overlap regi
where peaks were reinserted. Low-temperature~Ph4P!2IC60
data were renormalized in order to account for possible sm
misalignments of the cryostat. Detailed temperature dep
dences of the strong transmission peaks were plotted
analyzed using the untreated data~Figs. 2–5!.

III. RESULTS

A. Peak assignments

Figure 1 shows the room temperature~RT! and low-
temperature transmission spectra, between 20 and 650 c21,
of ~Ph4P!2IC60 ~upper panel! and Ph4PI ~lower panel!. The
weaker modes of both the~Ph4P!2IC60 and Ph4PI spectra are
strengthened at lowT, while the overall slope and level sta
nearly the same as in the RT spectra. Of the twoF1u modes
that appear in this frequency regime,F1u(1) is overlapped

FIG. 1. Room-temperature and low-temperature transmitta
versus frequency of~a! ~Ph4P!2IC60 and ~b! Ph4PI ~* indicates a
paraffin mode!. Data have been treated to remove interferen
fringes as described in the text. The inset in~a! shows typical
fringes present in the untreated data.
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TABLE I. ~Ph4P!2IC60 and Ph4PI low-temperature mode identification.s indicates strong,m indicates
medium, andw indicates weak.

Ph4PI mode
(cm21) Strength

Average low-T
behavior

~Ph4P!2IC60 mode
(cm21) Strength

Average low-T
behavior

197.1 m Hardens ↔ 201.5, 205.2 w Splits, hardens
237.6 w Softens
267.5 w Hardens

260.3, 264.7 w Splits, hardens
295.1 m Hardens

350.7 w Softens
393.6 w Low T only

398.0, 398.5 m Splits, softens
404.6 w Low T only ↔ 406.2 w Hardens
432.4 w Low T only
447.0 m Softens

503.9 m Softens
518.8, 520.2 m Low T only

526.3, 529.3 s Hardens ↔ 526.7, 530.1 s Hardens
525,a 532.7 s Hardens
576.1, 579.7 s Hardens

613.8, 616.7 m Hardens ↔ 619.2 m Hardens

aExpected position; the mode itself is obscured by the strong counterion feature at 526 cm21.
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by the strong counterion mode at 527 cm21, while F1u(2) is
observed at the usual 576 cm21 location, in a region free of
counterion vibrations.

The vibrational spectrum of molecular C60 contains no
modes between 60 and 273 cm21, the highest intermolecula
and lowest intramolecular vibrations, respectively.3 Further-
more, due to the high symmetry of the fullerene ball, the
spectrum of solid C60 contains no strong IR-active mode
below 525 cm21, only weakly activated ones associated w
crystal-field effects in the solid.41–43In comparison, the spec
trum of the lower symmetry counterion@Fig. 1~b!# is quite
complex, with several intramolecular modes of moder
strength throughout the 200– 500 cm21 region. The
~Ph4P!2IC60 spectrum@Fig. 1~a!# is likewise rich with struc-
ture in this regime, reflecting the counterion contributions
well as newly activated modes of the C60

2 anion, which must
be carefully distinguished.

Table I lists all intramolecular modes in the low-T spectra
of the counterion and~Ph4P!2IC60, along with their approxi-
mate strength and average frequency shift at low temp
ture. The↔ symbol indicates that the~Ph4P!2IC60 mode
shown on the right has its origin in the counterion mo
shown on the left, based on similarities in frequency~shifted
by less than 6 cm21), magnitude, andT dependence
~Ph4P!2IC60 modes with no counterpart in the counterion~in
bold! are assumed to be modes of the C60

2 ball. Several
counterion modes are absent in the salt, probably diminis
due to the different environment or shifted in frequenc
Note that~Ph4P!2IC60 contains chloride substituted on som
of the iodide sites,14 while Ph4PI ~used as a reference for th
counterion! contains no chloride. We do not expect any s
nificant difference in counterion modes of the different h
lide salts, however.12

Of the eleven intramolecular~Ph4P!2IC60 vibrations~dou-
blets are taken as one mode and referred to by the lo
e
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.

-
-
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frequency peak!, four are easily attributable to counterio
vibrations which shift to slightly higher energy in the fu
leride salt. Two modes of~Ph4P!2IC60 have nearby counter
parts in the counterion but are attributed to C60

2 due to logi-
cal assignments of C60 fundamentals, as discussed in Se
IV A. One of these is a weak mode at 260 cm21, slightly
lower in energy than the closest counterion feature
267 cm21. This redshift relative to the counterion vibratio
distinguishes it from the prevailing pattern and reinforces
identification of it as an activated mode of the anion ba
The other is a moderately strong mode at 398 cm21 whose
intensity is much greater than the nearby counterion mo
further motivating the C60

2 assignment. Finally, we include
the 504 cm21 mode of ~Ph4P!2IC60 among those of the C60
anion, since it has no identifiable counterpart among
counterion modes, but this assignment is called into ques
under closer examination in Sec. IV A.

In the low-energy region of the lowT Ph4PI spectrum
@Fig. 1~b!# there are two strong lattice modes at 29 a
44 cm21, which split and gain intensity from a broader R
mode. These modes do not reappear in the~Ph4P!2IC60 spec-
trum, however, probably because the counterions are s
rated in the salt by large C60

2 balls.4,44 Both low-T spectra
contain a paraffin peak at 79 cm21 and, at slightly higher
energy, some features which we attribute to combinat
modes~correlated translations of the C60

2 ball and counter-
ion, or Cl or I anion!.

B. Temperature dependence

Expanded-scale plots of the high-resolution data disp
the fine features and temperature dependences of the va
multiplet ~Ph4P!2IC60 modes. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show th
intense doublet at 576 cm21, the strong overlapped absorp
tion at 525 cm21, and the moderately strong doublet
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398 cm21, respectively. The insets plot frequencies~n! of the
transmission minima45 versus temperature, with solid lines
guide the eye along the sometimes subtle trends. Whe
the measurement resolution was 0.3 cm21, the limited scatter
in the n vs T plots suggests a significantly smaller unc
tainty.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of theF1u(2)-derived doublet.
The inset displays frequency versus temperature of the two tr
mission minima~high and lown sides of the doublet!, with solid
lines to guide the eye.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of~a! the ~Ph4P!2IC60 multip-
let and~b! the pristine C60 and Ph4PI absorbances which contribut
to it. The inset in~a! shows frequency versus temperature for t
high n side of theF1u(1)-derived doublet~open diamonds! and the
530 cm21 counterion feature~solid circles!, with solid lines to guide
the eye.
as

-

Figure 2 displays theT-dependent frequency shifts of th
576 cm21 F1u(2)-derived mode, which is split into a double
in ~Ph4P!2IC60. Both sides of the doublet exhibit anomalou
T dependence in the 125–150 K region. With decreasingT,
the low n side of the doublet initially hardens, then softe
when T falls below 150 K, with the maximum change i
slope occurring near 125 K. In contrast, the highn side hard-
ens monotonically, although an inflection point appears n
150 K ~obvious in a plot of the second derivative ofn with
respect toT, not shown!.

Figure 3 shows the 526 cm21 multiplet structure of
~Ph4P!2IC60 ~upper panel!, which is a complicated overlap
ping of counterion, C60, and activated anion modes, as d
duced from the individual absorbances of pristine C60 and
Ph4PI ~lower panel!. The structure of the low-T counterion
peak suggests an incipient splitting which, in the salt, p
duces the separate counterion mode at 530 cm21. A weak
additional structure at 525 cm21 in the ~Ph4P!2IC60 multiplet
probably reflects the contribution of theF1u(1) mode, ap-
pearing unshifted from the usual low-T fullerene frequency.
The feature at 533 cm21 in ~Ph4P!2IC60 is clearly a mode
activated in the salt. From the combined structure~the ob-
scured 525 cm21 mode and the 533 cm21 peak! we infer
doublet splitting of theF1u(1) mode. The inset shows th
temperature behaviors of the 530 cm21 counterion mode and
the highn side of theF1u(1) doublet at 533 cm21. Both of
these exhibit anomalies in the 125–150 K region: the C60

2

mode changes slope~flattens below 125 K! and the counter-
ion mode contains a strong inflection point near 150 K. U
fortunately, theT dependence of the lown side of theF1u(1)
doublet cannot be followed due to overlap of the stro
~T-independent! counterion absorption at 527 cm21.

Figure 4 displays the temperature dependence of
398 cm21 mode, a vibration which we believe is newly act
vated in the charged C60

2 ball. To within the resolution of
our measurements, the room-temperature singlet per
down to 150 K, at which point it splits into a doublet, with
maximum splitting of'0.5 cm21. The highn side of the

s-
FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of theGu(1)-derived mode.

The inset plots frequency versus temperature for the transmis
minima of the doublet, with solid lines to guide the eye. The er
bar reflects the 0.3 cm21 measurement resolution.
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doublet is almost independent ofT, while the dominant low
n side softens strongly just below the transition and th
levels out.

The temperature dependence of the 504 cm21 singlet
mode, whose origin remains a mystery, is shown in Fig
The frequency of this mode remains very flat down to 125
then softens with decreasingT. This feature also exhibits
noticeable narrowing at lowT and a sharp increase in inten
sity below 125 K.

Detailed temperature behaviors of other~Ph4P!2IC60
modes ~both C60

2 and counterion features! also point to
some sort of weak transition between 125 and 150 K,
enumerated below. The weak C60

2 mode at 351 cm21 first
softens, then hardens, and finally levels out near 125 K.
other weak anion mode, at 260 cm21, splits into a doublet at
low T ~between 100 and 200 K!. The counterion mode a
201 cm21 splits into a doublet below 125 K and the minu
frequency shift of the 619 cm21 counterion mode flattens ou
near 125 K.

As expected, the C60
2 modes increase in intensity an

decrease in linewidth with decreasing temperature. The
tensity effect is weak-to-moderate in theF1u-derived ~and
counterion! modes and strong in some of the newly activa
C60

2 modes, which are barely observable at room tempe
ture. Plots of the integrated peak intensities versusT ~not
shown! display no anomalies, except for the unidentifi
504 cm21 mode, as previously mentioned. Linewidth na
rowing is also most dramatic in that mode and relativ
modest in other modes.

C. Low-energy modes

Analysis and assignment of the low-energy modes
~Ph4P!2IC60 were complicated by the fact that in most cas
the peak magnitudes were less than the amplitude of
interference fringes, while the peak widths were often on
order of the fringe period. Nevertheless, independent tr
ment of two separate data sets taken at different resolut
~1 and 2 cm21) resulted in good qualitative agreement

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the unidentified 504 c21

mode. The inset shows the frequency shift of the transmission m
mum, with solid lines to guide the eye.
n
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appearance andT dependence of the~Ph4P!2IC60 low-energy
modes. Hence, we are confident in the approximate frequ
cies and temperature behavior of these modes, with the
ception of some ambiguity in the location of the mode b
tween 110 and 120 cm21.

Figure 6 displays the temperature dependence of the l
energy spectra of~Ph4P!2IC60 ~upper panel! and Ph4PI ~lower
panel!, taken at 1 cm21 resolution. At least two of the three
~Ph4P!2IC60 modes between 90 and 135 cm21 are unique to
the salt, probably combination modes involving both lar
ions, and possibly the halide ions, in the vibration. One
these may derive from the low-T Ph4PI vibration at 95 cm21.
Since different packing of counterions in the fulleride s
may shift or diminish such a feature, we cannot conclusiv
assign the~Ph4P!2IC60 and Ph4PI 95 cm21 modes to the same
origin.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Symmetry assignments

Table II lists the C60
2 modes of~Ph4P!2IC60 which appear

in the FIR spectrum, along with the nearby fundamental a
overtone modes of the neutral fullerene.41,42 As mentioned
previously, theF1u modes appear at the usual frequenci
whereas the other five modes are activated from even
odd silent vibrations of C60. Unless the ball symmetry lose
its inversion center, the rule of mutual exclusion of IR- a
Raman-active modes is expected to hold. Assignments of
351 and 398 cm21 features toF2u(1) and Gu(1), respec-
tively, obey the parity selection exclusion rule, and theref
seem quite reasonable. Moreover, these C60

2 modes appear
very close in frequency~slightly redshifted! to the C60

i-

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the low energy combina
modes of~a! ~Ph4P!2IC60 and ~b! Ph4PI; the curves are offset fo
clarity.
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TABLE II. Correspondence of low-T ~Ph4P!2IC60 modes and C60 fundamental modes. C60 mode assign-
ments consistent with both Martinet al. ~Ref. 42! and Wanget al. ~Ref. 41! unless otherwise noted.

~Ph4P!2IC60 mode
(cm21) Strength

C60 fundamental mode
(cm21)

C60 mode
assignment

260 doublet w 273 Hg(1)
351 singlet w 353 F2u(1)
398 doublet m 403 Gu(1)
504 singlet m 497, 502a Ag(1), F1g(1)a

519 doublet w 533b Hg(1)^ Hg(1)b

525 doublet s 526 F1u(1)
576 doublet s 576 F1u(2)

aAssignment from Wanget al. ~Ref. 41!, in disagreement with Martinet al. ~Ref. 42!.
bAssignment from Martinet al. ~Ref. 42!, absent from the assignments of Wanget al. ~Ref. 41!.
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modes. The symmetry assignment of the 398 cm21 doublet
in ~Ph4P!2IC60 is supported by observation of a 390 cm21

triplet ~consistent with expectedD2h symmetry! in polymeric
RbC60,

35 which presumably originates from the sameGu(1)
mode. We note that some odd silent vibrations found in t
region of the C60 spectrum are not observed:Hu(1) at
343 cm21 ~Refs. 41, 42! and Hu(2) at 580 cm21 ~Ref. 42!
~the latter may be hidden under the highn side of the
576 cm21 doublet, causing asymmetry in that mode shap!.
On the other hand, a weak low-T doublet at 665 cm21, al-
though strictly speaking out of the reliability range of o
beamsplitter, suggests an activation ofHu(3) @found in C60
at 668 cm21 ~Ref. 42!#.

Weak breaking of parity selection may occur in som
cases due to electron-phonon coupling, as discussed lat
more detail.46,47 We attribute the weak modes at 260 a
519 cm21 to activation of theHg(1) mode and its overtone
Hg(1)^ Hg(1) ~see Table II!. Both of these~Ph4P!2IC60
modes are slightly redshifted from the known C60 frequen-
cies~273 and 533 cm21),42 and both appear as weak double
at low T ~the overtone mode is extremely weak at lowT and
not detected at RT!. In support of these assignments, rece
Raman data on~Ph4P!2IC60 show that theHg(1) mode is
split and redshifted to'260 cm21.48 At the same time, the
usual Hg(2) mode at 431 cm21 appears in neither the
Raman48 nor FIR data.

We are successful in assigning four out of the five a
vated C60

2 modes in Table II, but the origin of the 504 cm21

mode is much more difficult to identify. The even-symme
Ag(1) andF1g(1) modes are the only good candidates fro
among the C60 vibrations~Table II!, but there is no theoret
ical justification for either of these modes to appear in the
spectrum. Furthermore, the actual frequencies of th
modes may differ from those shown in Table II:Ag(1) ap-
pears at'490 cm21 in the Raman data48 and the location of
F1g(1) in C60 is disputed.41,42Whereas the softening trend o
the 504 cm21 feature is typical of the C60

2 modes, the unique
temperature behaviors of the linewidth and intensity diff
entiate it from those modes. Finally, the relative strength
the 504 cm21 mode makes its activation from an eve
symmetry mode seem unlikely. Alternative origins of t
504 cm21 vibration include a large frequency shift of an e
isting counterion mode or activation of a new counteri
mode. A remote possibility is large splitting and redshift
F1u(1).
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-
f
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B. The Jahn-Teller effect and electron-phonon coupling

As a molecule of high symmetry and degenerate el
tronic levels, the fulleride monoanion is subject to a Jah
Teller effect~JTE! which stabilizes the molecule in a lowe
energy vibronic state.19,49 A JT state is inherently dynamic
because it consists of a set of equivalent lower symme
conformations, over which the molecule is delocalized. F
example, theD5d distortion of the anion ball has five equiva
lent orientations.20 In the case of strong JT coupling, pote
tial wells exist at each conformational orientation and t
molecule tunnels between them with some characteristic
neling frequency that increases with temperature.49 In the
solid state, random local strain or crystal-field perturbatio
may lock the molecule in a given orientation of the disto
tion, resulting in a ‘‘static’’ JTE.50 FIR techniques canno
distinguish between a static distortion and a dynamic dis
tion in the limit of strong coupling,51 so we postpone consid
eration of that distinction until a later comparative discuss
of other experimental work.

By theoretical consensus, the JT stabilization energy
C60

2 is expected to be small, due to delocalization of t
extra electron over a large molecule.19–23,52As a result, the
distortion of the ball can be treated as a perturbation on
original icosahedral symmetry, and the correlations betw
vibrational modes of the icosahedral and reduced symm
point groups can be worked out by standard group theo
Table III lists the odd vibrations of theD5d , D3d , andD2h
point groups, derived from the parent icosahedral modes
parentheses are the splittings, which indicate the multiplic
of resulting IR-active modes, as determined by select
rules. Comparison of predicted and actual splitting patte
will allow us to discriminate between different lower sym
metry states. This perturbative approach was also succ
fully applied to confirm the reduced symmetry point grou
of polymeric RbC60 and rhombohedral C60.

34

From the doublet splitting observed inF1u(1) andF1u(2)
~Table II! and the splittings predicted by group theory~Table
III !, we determine that the C60

2 anion symmetry in
~Ph4P!2IC60 is reduced toD5d or D3d ,53 and not D2h . The
narrow FIR linewidths are consistent with a single distorti
rather than a competition between the reduced symm
point groups,20 although theD5d andD3d splitting energies
might be so close as to avoid significant line broadening. T
experimentally observed weak splittings of theF1u modes
(2 – 7 cm21) support the assumption of a small distortion
the C60

2 ball.
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TABLE III. Correlation table ofI h symmetry group and subgroups.

I h D5d D3d D2h

1Au 1A1u 1A1u 1Au

(0→0) (0→0) (0→0)
4F1u 4A2u14E1u 4A2u14Eu 4B1u14B2u14B3u

(1→2) (1→2) (1→3)
5F2u 5A2u15E2u 5A2u15Eu 5B1u15B2u15B3u

(0→1) (0→2) (0→3)
6Gu 6E1u16E2u 6A1u16A2u16Eu 6Au16B1u6B2u16B3u

(0→1) (0→2) (0→3)
7Hu 7A1u17E1u17E2u 7A1u114Eu 14Au17B1u17B2u17B3u

(0→1) (0→2) (0→3)

IR total
4(F1u) 26(A2u ,E1u) 44(A2u ,Eu) 66(B1u ,B2u ,B3u)
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In addition to splitting the original IR-active modes, J
symmetry-lowering also serves to activate previously sil
modes~see Table III!. Such activation is expected to obe
strict complementarity of IR- and Raman-active modes si
bothD5d andD3d point groups retain an inversion center. O
this basis, we attribute only odd modes to the Jahn-Te
distortion ~an activation mechanism of even modes is d
cussed below!. In principle, theD5d and D3d point groups
are distinguishable by the degree of splitting of the activa
~previously silent! fundamentals, but the far-infrared resu
are inconsistent on this point. The weakF2u(1) singlet at
351 cm21 implies D5d symmetry while the strongerGu(1)
doublet at 398 cm21 implies D3d symmetry~see Table III!,
as does the weakHu(3) doublet at 665 cm21. ~Possibly, the
351 cm21 mode is too weak for any splitting to be detec
able.! While the activation of even modes in the IR spectru
cannot be attributed to the lower symmetry point group,
splitting of theHg(1) modes~Table II! is another indication
of the reduced symmetry of the anion. Since triplet splitti
of Hg modes is predicted by group-theoretical analysis
both D5d and D3d ~weak doublets are observed!, these
modes do not aid in distinguishing between the reduced s
metry states.

Doublet splitting of theF1u modes and activation of pre
viously silent modes are strong evidence of a RT Jahn-Te
distortion of the anion ball in~Ph4P!2IC60. In contrast,
single-crystal diffraction studies indicate a symmetric ball
room temperature, although the bond length alternation is
resolved.4,5 We believe the structural result is consistent w
the small bond length adjustments expected in the disto
ball20–23,52 and with substantial local disorder present
~Ph4P!2IC60 ~free rotations of the ball,10 orientational
disorder,4,5 and likely multiple static or dynamic JT confor
mations of the ball20,49!.

The question remains, however, as to the static or
namic nature of the distortion. CW EPR results indicate a
dynamic JTE~symmetric ball! based on an isotropicg factor
at 300 K.6,11 On the other hand, the FIR results clearly sho
a room-temperature distortion of the ball. This seeming
consistency can be reconciled if we consider the charact
tic measurement frequencies of these techniques.19,49 The
relevant FIR vibrational frequencies are of the ord
1013 s21, whereas the resonance transition frequencies m
t

e
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d

e
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er
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ot

d
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-
is-

r
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sured by EPR occur at<109 s21.49 Measurement frequen
cies which are greater than the JT tunneling frequency (1t)
sample an individual distortion of the ball, while frequenci
less than 1/t average over many distortions, thereby rest
ing the original high symmetry of the molecule. If the tu
neling frequency satisfies 109,1/t,1013 s21, then the FIR
and EPR results are consistent. We therefore take the ex
mental frequency values as upper and lower and bounds
magnitude of 1/t. In this scenario, the ball undergoes ma
ordinary vibrations between tunneling events, while num
ous tunneling events~reconformations of the ball! occur dur-
ing the span of a single resonance transition. Note, howe
that although the FIR data do not contradict the EPR find
of a dynamic JTE at room temperature, they are equally c
sistent with a static distortion.

Appearance of a JT distortion~static or dynamic! in the
FIR spectrum implies strong coupling of the JT-activeHg

modes to thet1u electronic levels.51 In the static case, strong
coupling is required to lock in the distortion, and in the d
namic case the coupling must be strong enough (1/t low
enough! that vibrational modes of the distorted molecule a
quire sufficient intensity to be observed. Early calculatio
yielded weak-coupling constants for mostHg modes of
C60

2,54 but more recent experiments estimate moderate
strong coupling,55 consistent with these FIR results. On th
other hand, Jahn-Teller molecules are particularly susc
tible to low-symmetry effects of the solid environment~e.g.,
strain or crystal-field perturbations! which can amplify the
distortion.49,50 Such extrinsic effects may play a significa
role in ~Ph4P!2IC60, in the form of random strains introduce
by the mixed occupancy of halide sites14 or the less-than-
cubic symmetry environment of the C60

2 anions.4,5 There-
fore, although our results are consistent with other rec
work on C60

2,55 we cannot deduce intrinsic strong couplin
in the C60

2 anion based on this study alone.
In addition to absorptions of the Jahn-Teller-distort

molecule, other evidence of electron-phonon coupling c
appear in the IR spectrum. For example, coupling betw
Hg-derived phonons and inter-t1u-band excitations in K3C60
produces anomalous IR activity of broadenedHg modes
~weakly allowed due to orientational disorder!.18,46,56 Al-
though this coupling mechanism was derived for the meta
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TABLE IV. Temperature dependence of major FIR features.

~Ph4P!2IC60 mode
(cm21) Assignment

T dependence
with decreasingT

90, 110, 135 Combination modes All harden
398 ~LT doublet! Gu(1) Splits below 150 K

High n side flat, lown side softens
504 ~singlet! C60

2? or counterion? Flat, then softens below 125 K
525 ~RT doublet! F1u(1) High n side hardens, flattens below 125 K

Low n side obscured
527 ~LT doublet! Counterion Highn side hardens, inflection point near 150

Low n side independent ofT
576 ~RT doublet! F1u(2) High n side hardens, inflection point near 150

Low n side hardens then softens below 150 K
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alkali fullerides,46 we see its effect manifest in~Ph4P!2IC60
~Ref. 57! in the weak activation of theHg(1) mode and its
overtone,Hg(1)^ Hg(1) ~broadening ofHg(1) is apparent
in the Raman data48!. In comparison, only the higher fre
quency Hg modes were observed in the IR spectrum
K3C60,

56 but this difference probably can be attributed
different coupling in the singly and triply charged anion
The absence ofHg(2) in both the Raman and IR data o
~Ph4P!2IC60 may be due to especially strong coupling of th
mode,55 causing its broadening and disappearance into
background.56

The F1u modes, as well, are subject to electron-phon
coupling effects when the C60 ball acquires excess charge.
the AnC60 compounds,F1u(4) undergoes a strong redsh
and intensity increase whileF1u(2) redshifts only slightly
but exhibits a strong broadening.18,58This mode-selective de
pendence is explained mainly by different contributions
electron transfer and structural relaxation in the two mod
with solid-state effects~such as molecular deformation!
having minor impact.58 In ~Ph4P!2IC60, similar dramatic
changes are observed inF1u(4),8,12 whereasF1u(2) appears
unaffected. We suspect that the lack of broadening or r
shift of F1u(2) in ~Ph4P!2IC60 may be due to very differen
and increased solid-state effects in this particular fuller
salt, resulting from the presence of the large organic catio
The importance of such effects in~Ph4P!2IC60 is reinforced
by the absence of doublet splitting ofF1u modes59 in fcc
RbC60,

36,38 indicating that the JT distortion may not be o
servable unless amplified by the crystalline environment.
duced intermolecular effects, common to both Rb4C60 and
~Ph4P!2IC60, may also be a prerequisite for the JTE to
observed.32

C. Temperature dependence

Table IV summarizes the temperature dependences o
strongest features seen in the FIR spectrum of~Ph4P!2IC60.
Although the temperature dependences vary widely, so
patterns emerge in the frequency behavior of the C60

2 in-
tramolecular modes. These include a weak transition in
125–150 K region and anomalous softening with decreas
temperature, which may correlate with the radial characte
the modes.

The hardening of combination modes and some intram
lecular modes is easily accounted for by lattice stiffening
f

.
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e
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low temperatures. Softening of other anion modes is l
easily understood but follows a general pattern which mi
help explain it. The lown sides of the doublets soften mor
than the highn sides, and the lower frequency modes sh
more softening than higher frequency modes. These tre
suggest an association of softening with degree of ra
character of the mode, as proposed to explain the uni
softening ofF1u(1) in C60 films.60 Indeed, normal mode cal
culations of C60 find 83, 93, and 67 % radial character
Gu(1), F1u(1), andF1u(2), respectively.61 These values are
consistent with less overall softening observed inF1u(2)
compared to the lower frequency~more radial! modes.62 A
normal coordinate analysis of theD5d or D3d distorted ball
~in particular, theAu and Eu or E1u eigenvectors and ener
gies! is not currently available, but might shed light on b
havior differences of the high and lown sides of the doublets
in ~Ph4P!2IC60.

There is evidence of a weak transition between 125
150 K in the temperature dependences of the 398 cm21 mode
and the lown side of the 576 cm21 doublet, in particular.
Splitting of the 398 cm21 mode below 150 K~Fig. 4! sug-
gests a symmetry reduction of the anion brought about b
phase transition. Such multiplet splitting is known to coi
cide with structural phase transitions, as in the orientatio
ordering transition of C60 at 260 K.60,64Further evidence of a
weak transition appears in the change of slope ofn(T) near
150 K in the lown side of the 576 cm21 mode. The sensi-
tivity of this F1u(2)-derived vibration to some sort of tran
sition is reminiscent of that mode’s behavior in pristine C60,
where it exhibits uniquely sharp transitions in both frequen
and linewidth at the rotational-ordering transitio
temperature.60 The latter transition is much stronger~e.g., the
frequency shifts abruptly! than the one we observe i
~Ph4P!2IC60, so it is not surprising that the dramatic narrow
ing behavior observed in the neutral material is not rep
duced in the salt.63

The n(T) behaviors of the other intramolecular C60
2

modes are less dramatic but still show anomalies in the 1
150 K region, supporting our claim of a weak phase tran
tion there. These other modes include the highn side of
F1u(1) ~Fig. 3! and the lown side ofF1u(2) ~Fig. 2!, as well
as F2u(1), as described in Sec. III B. In addition, severa
counterion modes exhibitT dependences consistent wi
such a transition, in particular the 530 cm21 mode~Fig. 3!.
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The involvement of counterion modes implies that the tr
sition is not limited to the C60

2 ball, but is probably a bulk
phenomenon.

A recently reported 140 K transition, observed in C
EPR studies of~Ph4P!2IC60,

6,11 coincides neatly with the
transition observed in this FIR work. While the former w
attributed to a JT dynamic-to-static transition, we find w
cannot naively adopt the same explanation of the FIR res
and must, in fact, re-evaluate the EPR transition as w
Typically, a dynamic-to-static transition is observed due
temperature dependence of the tunneling barrier hei
causing a change in the relative magnitudes of the tunne
and measurement frequencies asT decreases.49,50 Since the
transition occurs at the temperature where the two ma
tudes become equal, the transition temperature depend
the experimental measurement frequency. Because FIR
EPR frequencies are so vastly different, no such transi
could be common to both experimental techniques. Mo
over, no transition of this type could appear in the FIR
sults since the FIR frequencies already exceed 1/t at room
temperature, allowing the individual distortion to be o
served.

We briefly speculate on alternative explanations of
transition near 140 K which can account for its appearanc
both EPR and FIR results, as well as for its absence in x
diffraction, specific heat, and differential scanning calori
etry studies.5,7,11,65One possible scenario is a dynamic R
competition between theD5d and D3d distortions20 that re-
solves toD3d alone below the transition temperature~pre-
sumably due to a small energy advantage in theD3d distor-
tion!. This type of transition could produce the singlet-t
doublet splitting observed in theGu-derived mode below 150
K ~Fig. 4!. Assuming theD3d distortion provides greate
stabilization of the ball, it will also have a lower tunnelin
frequency51 and could therefore bring about the transiti
seen by EPR. X-ray-diffraction experiments would not p
ceive this type of molecular transition because local orien
tional disorder would obscure the symmetry changes of
ball, assuming persistence of static disorder at lowT. It is
not clear, however, that such a transition could induce
anomalous temperature dependences of the other60

2

modes, nor would it affect the dynamics of the counterio
To better account for the bulk aspect of the transition,

above molecular transition must be accompanied or dri
by some sort of structural transition which induces inter
tions between anions and counterions. We suggest free
out of the dynamic orientational disorder as one possibil
Recall that the local disorder consists of two equivalent
degree orientations of the ball. Below an orientational ord
F.
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ing transition, the newly static nature~and enhanced
strength! of interactions between ball and slightly anisotrop
counterion environment might be sufficient to favor theD3d
distortion over theD5d , and to lock in a single distortion a
each orientation. The two lines~anisotropicg factor! seen in
EPR measurements below 140 K would thus be accoun
for.6,11 Presumably, anion-counterion interactions also co
have small affects on the vibrational frequencies of ot
modes, thus explaining the FIRT-dependent results. Al-
though no orientational ordering transition appears in the
ray diffraction studies,65 recent diffuse x-ray scattering dat
on (Ph4P)2BrC60 show changes in the orientational disord
near 100 K.66

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have made high-resolution FIR tran
mission measurements on the radical anion salt,~Ph4P!2IC60,
to study the dynamics of the singly charged anion ball. W
find a D5d or D3d distortion of the C60

2 ball at room tem-
perature, manifest in doublet splitting of theF1u(1) and
F1u(2) modes and activation of silent odd modes. This res
is consistent with a dynamic Jahn-Teller distortion~in the
case of strong coupling!, as suggested by recent EPR studi
or with a static distortion stabilized by low-symmetry pertu
bations. The activation ofHg modes is attributed to electron
phonon coupling in the presence of orientational disorde

We follow the detailed temperature dependences of
strongest FIR features. They reveal a weak transition in
region 125–150 K which cannot be accounted for by te
perature dependence of the JT tunneling frequency. Evide
of the transition in counterion modes points to a bulk, rath
than molecular, effect, produced by C60

2-counterion interac-
tions. Several C60

2 modes exhibit anomalous softening wi
decreasing temperature, which may correlate with the deg
of radial character of these vibrations.
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